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ABSTRACT

For a long time, vaccination and herd immunity were considered to be the magic solution for controlling coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). However, the emergence of new variants altered people’s expectations and prolonged the pandemic duration, especially the Omicron strain with substantially increased transmissibility and decreased vaccine efficacy. Therefore, we are in urgent need of a practical solution to resume regular life to some extent, while mitigating COVID-19 risks in the tight race between vaccine rollouts and virus variation. This commentary proposed that bubble strategy (or closed loop management), utilized in Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games and to be implemented in Beijing 2022 Winter Games, could serve as a novel technique of non-pharmaceutical interventions in coping with such a situation.

The second and final versions of the Playbooks for the Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games Beijing 2022 were jointly released on December 13, 2021 by the International Olympic Committee (IOC), International Paralympic Committee (IPC), and Beijing 2022 (1). With a “closed-loop management” strategy to be strictly implemented from before the Games to the end of the Paralympic Winter Games, the playbooks exhibited the resolution and confidence of IOC, IPC, and Beijing 2022 to deliver safe and successful Games. Based upon the dynamic of the COVID-Zero strategy towards COVID-19 currently in place in China and considering that local cases only occasionally emerged, the closed loop management implemented for Beijing 2022 is rather comprehensive and rigorous. Once an individual enters the loop, all his/her activities will be subject to closed loop management of the same standard covering accommodation, transport, catering, training, competitions, and arrival and departure, regardless of his/her identity as foreign nationals or domestic workers. A dedicated transport system will be established for the Games, through which the Games participants will be allowed to move between permitted destinations. Based on the current requirements outlined in the Playbooks, the closed loop is sophisticated and rigorous, and will undoubtedly serve as a model for bubble strategies in global mass gathering events in the context of heterogeneous COVID-19 risk potentials between countries.

In the intertwined era of vaccine rollouts and virus variations, bubble strategy has its special implications. For a long time, vaccination and herd immunity are considered to be the solution for COVID-19. Most studies have estimated the threshold for herd immunity as 60%–70% of total population vaccinated or infected (2). However, the emergence of virus variants, especially the newly emerged Omicron strain, altered people’s expectation and may prolong the pandemic duration. The resurgence of COVID-19 in Manaus, Brazil was a recent example, where the Gamma strain severely hit the city that was already presumed as herd immunized by October 2020, infecting over 70% of the population (3). Similarly, a recent study in Massachusetts, the United State reported that almost 75% of infections (346 cases) in this study occurred in fully vaccinated individuals and the vaccination coverage among eligible Massachusetts residents had already reached 69% (4). In the context of measles, whose \( R_0 \) is as high as 12 to 18, 95% vaccination coverage is sufficient to prevent local transmission (5). However, this might not be true for COVID-19 due to various reasons, although its \( R_0 \) is much lower at 1.9 to 6.5 (6–7). Constant virus mutations in COVID-19 hotspots along with vaccination hesitancy, uneven vaccine rollout status, breakthrough infections, and waning immunity make it possible that we will hardly achieve herd immunity in the foreseeable future. Therefore, we are in urgent need of a practical solution to resume regular life to some extent while mitigating COVID-19 risks in the tight race between vaccine
rollouts and virus variation. The bubble strategy, or more accurately, the closed loop management to be implemented in the Beijing 2022 Games happens to be one.

There were already some successful bubble strategies in practice, such as the bubble to bubble management utilized in the Tokyo 2020 Games, which was held in a special circumstance where community transmission of COVID-19 was still rampant, and Japan was trapped in a state of emergency. On the day of the opening ceremony (July 23, 2021) alone, Tokyo reported 1,359 positive cases (8). Against such background, Figure 1 suggested that although there might have been some haphazard enforcement that may have caused leaking...
out (9), the bubble strategy, along with other measures including vaccination and restricted social interactions, helped to effectively deliver a successful summer Olympic Games and offered an option to hold global major sporting events in the middle of a pandemic. Some might argue that compared to the bubble strategy for the Beijing 2022 Games, the Tokyo 2020 strategy was more penetrable as those in the bubble could easily get out and move around. However, the contexts of COVID-19 influenced the strategy employed in Beijing to that in Tokyo — Beijing is coping with sporadic and clusters of cases whereas Tokyo was in a state of emergency. Therefore, it is quite understandable that Beijing 2022 chooses to contain the virus with meticulous effort while Tokyo 2020 embraces a more compromised approach, which might be its best choice given its background.

From the two bubbles above, we can see that the bubble strategy is resilient in nature and each model of it could offer some potential to restore regular life while mitigating COVID-19 risks. Apart from the global mass gathering events such as sports competitions and business/academic conferences, the bubble strategy could also offer some opportunities for bilateral collaborations between international organizations or even between countries. For instance, to our knowledge, the most considerably successful bubble strategy implemented in record is the travel bubble (or travel corridors) between 2 or more countries at low risks for COVID-19. This is the case for New Zealand and Australia; through an exclusive partnership represented by travel bubbles, countries can re-establish connections and revive businesses by allowing people to travel freely with no requirements for upon-arrival quarantine. Furthermore, there are always some special occasions where low-risk individuals have to enter high risk regions. In this case, individuals of low-risk could intentionally establish a “protective bubble,” through which they can restrict interactions with those outside of the bubble, minimizing the risk of infection. Furthermore, the bubble strategy could also be utilized in people’s daily life in the world divided by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). As pointed out by researchers, COVID-19 has substantially affected people’s mental health and quality of life. By establishing social bubbles (or “social pods” or “quartteams”) between limited households, individuals are able to expand their social circles and carry out leisure activities, therefore restoring regular life to some extent and maintaining good mental health.

To conclude, bubble management is promising as a feasible strategy and a novel technique of non-pharmaceutical interventions when coping with emerging infectious diseases in the Olympic Games.
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